Hello all, I hope you are doing lots of fun activities at home.

Here are some activities that you will hopefully enjoy doing over the half term!

1. Make some origami (see instructions attached)
2. Create sponge rainbow pictures (wet sponge, paints and paper)
3. Create a rainbow using things around the house, take a picture and Tweet it on the school Twitter page.

4. Mirror painting: fold paper in half first for a line, paint half of your picture (use lots of paint so that it is blobby), then fold along the line again and press.

5. Make some pineapple pops (pineapple rings, berries, yoghurt, wooden sticks, baking tray and baking paper). Put pineapples on the sticks with a berry in the middle. Lie them flat on a baking tray lined with baking paper and drizzle with yoghurt. Then freeze and enjoy!

6. Make yoghurt ice cakes (Yoghurt, berries, cupcake cases and muffin try) Put the cupcake cases in the tray. Then put some yoghurt into the cases. Next put in some berries and press them into the yoghurt. Freeze them until they set (about 3 hours). Finally enjoy!

7. Go on a dice walk: take a dice with you and roll it at each junction. Odds-go left and evens-go right. See where the dice takes you!
8. Chalk walk: walk to a local friend’s house and write them a message in chalk on the pavement outside.
1. Fold in half
2. Fold in half to make crease
3. Fold in the dotted line
4. Fold in the dotted line
5. Fold in the dotted line
6. Draw a face and finished

*Traditional
Diagram Fumiaki Shingu

A Dog (face)
A Jumping Frog